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What the heck is this guy telling us?  He’s a nut, telling us to eat and drink of his flesh and 

blood!  How can we follow him?  Well --- there are many today who are faced with this choice; 

there have been many through history faced with this choice.  Look at how many Christian 

denominations exist today that proclaim that the Eucharist is just a symbol – to them, just a 

reenactment of something that happened long ago, just a play.  I could attempt to name them all, 

the list of denominations until we understand that there are thousands and thousands of them; 

the USA is one place where the birth of denominations of Christianity happens all the time.  We 

believe differently they say --- this is how WE understand the words of JESUS.  They have a 

problem with authority --- they do not know who speaks for them and their Church, there has 

been a rupture.  But most of these denominations do not take the LORD Jesus Christ’s words at 

face value when it comes to his body and blood. 

 

Apart from the Catholics and the Orthodox Churches almost no other Christian denominations 

hold that the BODY and BLOOD of CHRIST is JUST that, the BODY and BLOOD of 

CHRIST.  The Catholics and Orthodox always have held this truth.  So where are we today?  

We each have a choice presented to us. 

 

We could take the opinion of those who do not believe and follow those who serve a God who 

does not really give himself to us on this altar, but where would that get us?  Why is it good to 

believe this is just a symbol?  Not the real thing?  Why would I want less than JESUS himself?  

Maybe for some it is easier to believe that God is out there and far away from us?  Maybe it is 

easier for some to live thinking that if God does not come down to reside with us and feed us 

with his flesh and blood then he does not have any demands upon us?  I guess if he is giving us 

his real flesh and blood to eat then it follows what do I have to give in return?  Surely this God 

expects and demands a lot from us. 

 

And so this is what the readings are about today.  There is a choice in life that we all make; we 

have the choice to follow the LORD JESUS CHRIST and GOD his FATHER in the LIFE of the 

HOLY SPIRIT, or we can follow other things, other gods.  We have the freedom to choose, and 

the freedom to reap the consequences of our choice for or against the GOD of the REAL 

PRESENCE - the ONE who TRULY LOVES us and shares himself with us. 

 

But like Joshua, if we choose GOD we will reap the rewards of having GOD in our life in a 

special and a meaningful way.  Yes even those who do not choose God are loved by GOD but 

when we choose to respond to Jesus Christ who loves us so much to give us this gift then we 

see amazing things happen.  Harmony ensues in the midst of confusion.  Blessings come when 

all seems to be lost.   Brotherhood is present when all seems to have turned to violence.  All this 

happens when we choose GOD who has come in the FLESH and continues to COME in the 



FLESH.  So why would I choose otherwise --- why would I sit at a reenactment that has no 

meaning; why would I give my life to words that are repeated if I did not believe them?  GOD 

is present here with us --- he wants us to recognize this and he wants us to desire this union with 

him.  Why not hear the call and respond to it?  If God is with us, then who can be against us? 


